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Lesson 7 -

SNAFU (Alien) Resurrection



Abuse is still alive and well in

the Australian Defence Force!



As usual, the Australian 

Defence Force does nothing 

about it 

but

cover it up!



The Australian Defence Force 

and Abuse:-

“It was Hubris  that made Angels 

into Devils.

It is obstinacy that keeps them in 

Hell!”



Every time abuse occurs, Defence does 

three things:-

• Pleads Mea Culpa

• Claims that it has fixed it (yeah 

right….)

• Never looks after the Victims!



Each morning, when we wake up:-

The Government and

The Parliament

Are only 24hours away

From

The next scandal of Abuse in the Australian 
Defence Force!



VAADF have been working with 

Minister Dan Tehan and his advisor 

Ross Schafer since 14th March 2017 

to shut down SNAFU – This vile 

example of the Culture of Abuse in 

the Australian Defence Force!



VAADF was able to identify serving 

members of the Australian Defence 

Force and Reserves and Defence 

Public Servants who liked the 

perversion and abuse of SNAFU.



Eventually with the help of the 

media, we had SNAFU shut down 

and Vice Admiral Griggs promising 

the Senate to take action on the 

perverts and abusers.



We were WRONG!



Welcome to Facebook

Page

SNAFU 



Welcome to Ground Zero





On Christmas Day 2017
the SNAFU rargrunts

Facebook page re-opened for 
business

https://www.facebook.com/RARgrunts

https://www.facebook.com/RARgrunts


SNAFU – Initial post 25December 2017







These SNAFU people think they are

some sort of returning heroes!

Have they forgotten already that they

were forced to close down in

October 2017

for sharing repulsive memes depicting

rape, child abuse, misogyny and 

domestic violence…



October 2017



Short Memory!



SNAFU modified „their‟ logo

Pre October 2017 December 2017



SNAFU is STILL abusing the

Royal Australian Regiment logo

Genuine logo Defacement





Which begs the following questions:-
1. Why has no action or prosecution been taken against 

SNAFU for the defacement and abuse of this proud 

Commonwealth emblem?

2. Has the Australian Defence Force supported SNAFU by 

giving them permission to deface and abuse the Royal 

Australian Regiment Logo?

Either way,

The Australian Defence Force is protecting and covering 

up for this group thus making them guilty of supporting 

this groups‟ vile set of values and abuse in the Australian 

Defence Force!



Contrast the Australian Defence Force‟s inactivity 

at protecting Commonwealth Emblems and Logos 

with the Department of Veterans Affairs

Unlike the Australian Defence Force, the 

Department of Veterans Affairs takes its 

responsibilities seriously.

No one, but no one, uses the word „Anzac‟

without permission.

They have been vigorous and zealous in 

discharging their responsibilities.



Amongst others they busted:-

1. Sir Charles Kingsford-Smith (who served at Gallipoli)

2. Woolworths  and

3. Zoo Magazine

See  www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/lawreport/a-

legacy-of-misuse-five-times-the-word-anzac-was-

illegal/7345488

If only the Australian Defence Force acted as

responsibly and with the integrity of the Department of 

Veterans Affairs!



How difficult would it be to identify the 

people behind SNAFU so you could 

prosecute them?

Not Very!



Hardly “Rocket Science” is it! 

Method A:

Buy a T-Shirt from SNAFU using a 

Defence Force Credit Card or any other 

Credit Card.

That will give you a return address



Method B:

All you would need to do I look up Bearded 

Lion on the ASIC website 

An Australian Company, Bearded Lion:-

1. Made the SNAFU material for sale and

2. Cleaned up their logo for them

We think it is pretty safe to assume that they 

know the true owners of SNAFU



Oh look – somebody did!



It seems that, far from being shutdown, they 

(SNAFU) just voluntarily hid themselves.

This might explain Admiral Griggs to the Senate 

that they could still examine the likes.

Now that they think that the microscope is gone, 

they have re-opened for abuse as usual.

If Vice Admiral Griggs was telling the truth to the 

Parliament, you would think Facebook would have 

consulted with him before allowing SNAFU to open for 

business.

Clearly, despite what he said, SNAFU was not shut down!



Nothing has changed on this site.

They appear to have only removed the 

offensive material that VAADF had 

highlighted in their information package 

to the Parliament.

All the other offensive material is still 

there if you have the patience to go 

through and find it.







Their public 
apology for 

their previous
offensive 

behaviour is 
nowhere to be 

found



Their apology was 
a pack of lies.

A prize was offered 
for the most 

offensive meme –
so the admins

were aware of the 
content – how else 
could they judge a 

winner!



SNAFU‟s absolute contempt for being 

brought to book for their vileness and 

abuse is apparent in their 

conversations back in

October2017 – the day they were shut 

down.



Notice that the victim is female!







SNAFU’s newest policy to objections



By contrast to their conduct in October 2017 
when:-

1. The spotlight of the world was on them

2. The nervousness in some of the conversations 
where the admins have acknowledged that they 
did not think they would be back…

Now that they think they are safe, the arrogance 

and pride at their perversions and promotion of 

abuse and mutiny by disobedience to Australian 

Defence Force standing orders is displayed as 

shown on the previous slide.



This fact begs the question

Why would they not clean up their act 

altogether and avoid the scrutiny if 

they were not supported and protected 

by

The Australian Defence Force?



This ‘lovely’ post was posted on SNAFU 
28th December 2017



Browsing through their site will take 

you to the offensive posts – albeit 
some are down the listings.

But it shows that like abuse in the 

Australian Defence Force, nothing has 

changed!



Indicating theirs and the Australian 
Defence Force’s true attitude on 

abuse and perversion!

The following posts all downloaded SINCE Christmas 2017!



















So much for the Australian Defence 

Force Campaign to recruit women into 

the Australian Defence Force!

All of those taxpayer dollars being wasted 

because the Australian Defence Force 

refuses to take action on these rock spiders 

and abusers at SNAFU and within the 

Australian Defence Force!







SNAFU‟s attitude announces to the 

world that they think that the content of 

their memes are ok!

The liking of this page by current and 

former members of the Australian 

Defence Force indicates that this culture 

of abuse and perversion is okay in the 

Australian Defence Force!



In October 2017 when SNAFU was 

„outed‟ to the world

–

As part of that outing, VAADF 

Association produced a series of videos 

displaying the offensive material 



These videos were placed on YouTube 

for the Parliament and Commonwealth 

Electors to be educated about the vile 

and offensive behaviour of serving and 

ex serving Australian Defence „people‟ 

and the ongoing culture of abuse in the 

Australian Defence Force.



These rock spiders and their 

supporters complained so that 

YouTube withdrew these videos, so 

overall not many people managed to 

see these portrayals of despicable 

and perverted behaviour.



It is well said –

“Scratch a bully

Find a coward beneath!”



Yet again, abuse in the Australian 

Defence Force is alive and well! 

And this is reinforced only 2 months 

later, with this group re-opening and 

the bogans starting up again…



WHY does the Australian Defence Force 

allow this group to deface a Regiment 

badge?

Why does the Australian Defence Force 

allow this group to continue producing 

and distributing offensive material in 

defiance of the Defence Discipline Act 

and Commonwealth Law?



Why has none of the members of the 

Australian Defence Force who have 

liked this page not been charged 

and convicted, even if nothing else 

for “conduct prejudicial”?



WHY does Defence shut down any 

attempts to expose this offensive 

behaviour?

Why don‟t they shut down SNAFU 

instead?

Why are they covering up for these 

perverts and abuse perpetrators?



And Yes, SNAFU and their

Australian Defence Force

followers are still a threat to

National Security! 



In a recent letter to the VAADF, 

the Australian Defence Force 

Investigative Service through

Minister Tehan, tried to blame us

for their failure to investigate 

SNAFU.



They claimed they couldn‟t 

identify the SNAFU materials 

provided.



Did they contact us to get the 

data and details?

NO!



Clearly that was our fault!

Standard ADF Protocol

Blame The Victims!



In the same letter,

they stated that SNAFU had been

prevented from „liking‟ Official 

Army sites!



This screenshot was taken from the SNAFU Facebook site on

27 December 2017 



Banned?

-

Horse Puckey!

All they had to do was block them!

It tells you the true attitudes of the ADF 

to women and child exploitation and 

abuse in the Australian Defence Force!



Nothing‟s Changed!

Short Memory!



General Morrison said:-

“If that does not suit you – GET OUT!”

Yet they are still in and practicing their 

abuse.

Short Memory!



Short Memory!



SNAFU is merely the 
symptom of the culture 

of abuse in the 
Australian Defence 

Force!



Remember,

No one has been charged by The 

Director of Military Prosecutions

or

Referred to the Australian Federal 

Police!



Only the VAADF Plan:-

. Looks after the victims

. Deals with the abuse in the ADF

. Deals with the abusers and their 

protectors



That‟s why the Government and 

Parliament, the ADF and the Victims:-

. Need the Plan

. The WHOLE Plan

. And nothing but the Plan



It is either the Plan

Or

Short Memory!



What does

your

Conscience Prefer?



The Victims of Abuse in the 

Australian Defence Force Inc 

A0059257W

The Australian Defence Force and 

Abuse:-

“It was Hubris that made Angels into 

Devils.

It is obstinacy that keeps them in Hell!”



This has been

a production of the

Victims of Abuse in the 

Australian Defence Force Inc 

A0059257W



This production was created to 

educate Members of the Parliament 

and Electors

• On the ongoing abuse issues in the 

ADF and

• The ADF‟s persistent and continued 

failure to deal with it.



We encourage you to raise these 

disturbing issues and the failure to 

adopt the Plan with:-

• Members of Parliament and

• Fellow Electors



The music used in this presentation was:-

“Short Memory” – Midnight Oil, composed by Hirst, Moginie & 

Garrett, Album “10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1 (Remastered)”.

It is used pursuant to the fair use provisions of the Australian 

Copy Right Act and Political Freedom of Speech.



END
(at least for now – who knows what the next 24 hours will bring?)


